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Mark’s Annual News Report 2018
Dear Hunting Friends,
It took me a long time to decide, if and how, I am going to face writing my Annual Report
this year.
I do not like to put off facing the facts and situations and my personal motto is and always
will be: “There are No problems, only solutions!!” So, with courage and Faith, I face the
situation before us and write from my heart.
It has always been the purpose of my Annual Report to write and report to our clients and
friends about what has happened in the past year regarding my Family, our Team in Mark
Dedekind Safaris and our hunting areas. I will start with my Family:
If Telani and I did not have our Faith, I do not
know how we would have survived the tragic
death of our beloved Lara and all that it has
brought this past year. Obviously, we have many
questions and few, if any answers. We know and
believe that Lara is in Heaven, just as we know
that tomorrow the sun will rise again. I must
however confess that it is presently difficult for
me to Pray as I did before; it’s as if my
communication line to God is blocked and I
know that the blockage is from my side. I have
decided to seek help from our Pastor and know
that I can talk openly to him.
Telani, Amy and I are strong together. The last
year was so tough and with all the many fond

memories of Lara everywhere, she feels so close! We hope and trust that our friends and
Family will not stop praying for us, and that God will be by our side, because on our own
steam we cannot cope. Your Prayers and His Strength have kept us going.
For this there is a very suitable poem

“Footprints in the Sand” by Margaret Fishback Powers
“One night I dreamed a dream.
As I was walking along the beach with my Lord.
Across the dark sky flashed scenes from my life.
For each scene, I noticed two sets of footprints in the sand,
One belonging to me and one to my Lord.
After the last scene of my life flashed before me,
I looked back at the footprints in the sand.
I noticed that at many times along the path of my life,
especially at the very lowest and saddest times,
there was only one set of footprints.
This really troubled me, so I asked the Lord about it.
“Lord, you said once I decided to follow you,
You’d walk with me all the way.
But I noticed that during the saddest and most troublesome times of my life,
there was only one set of footprints.
I don’t understand why, when I needed You the most, You would leave me.”
He whispered, “My precious child, I love you and will never leave you
Never, ever, during your trials and testings.
When you saw only one set of footprints,
It was then that I carried you.”

I am convinced that God is carrying us, because there are so many days that do not seem real,
and it feels as if I am detached from real life…. it’s difficult to explain, it’s so real to feel His
Presence.
Life goes on and there is still so much we can and must be grateful for!
We would like to take this opportunity to sincerely thank all of you, our friends, for the loving
messages you have sent, by way of cards, Mails, Facebook messages, telephone calls and of
course a special thank you to those who made the long journey to attend Lara’s memorial
service. Many, many thanks to all of you!! It was impossible to respond and acknowledge
everyone, but believe me every message was sincerely appreciated.
I am very grateful that Telani took some time to walk a part of the Camino. She and 5 friends
spent 12 glorious days in Portugal and Spain and 7 days walking from Sarria to Santiago de
Compostela, a distance of about 130 km. It was tough, but very rewarding! Telani needed this
so desperately, just to shut off from everyday life and its responsibilities and to be one with
nature. The many kilometres just walking by herself and spending time with herself have
started so much healing. I definitely noticed a positive change in Telani. She passionately
talked of her days and emotional experiences and we are now planning to do another section
of the Camino in two years…together. Under the circumstances it is going pretty well with

Telani and myself. In Love as ever and we are at our happiest when we are together…it does
not matter where, as long as we are together!
Our dearest Amy turned 16 this year! She is so unbelievably brave!! It must have been such a
horrible year for her to lose her Sister and be faced with three follow up reconstructive
Surgeries on her frontal skull, eye socket, cheekbone and now the top jaw. With this last
Surgery the specialist is attempting to grow bone with a so called “extractor device.“ They
need to grow bone horizontally and then vertically to get a solid foundation of bone back on
her top jaw, so that they can give her dental implants later.
This process will take a few months and then we need a couple more procedures and hope to
be completely finished in two years. This will coincide with Amy completing her schooling
career. We are very great full that Amy could attended her normal school and even stay in
Hostel. She gets incredible support from teachers and friends, especially her best friend,
Carina, and her family supported her so much! Although she has some concentration
difficulties, Amy successfully passed the year! Her marks were better than mine ever where,
but don’t tell her that! She is still convinced her Father had straight A’s all through high
school. We are so immensely proud of Amy and how she keeps her head up and faces life
and all these operations with such courage. She is one tough cookie!!
My Parents decided to move away from the farm to their new house in a retirement village,
not far from Wagendrift. My Father turned 84 this year and my mother 82. Both are fit for
their age and can look after themselves. My Mother has a little garden to keep herself busy
and still loves cooking. My Father does the shopping and still plays bowls twice a week.
Many of their friends and Family also live in the village. It is so funny to sit with them when
they have visitors and watch them as they talk about the good old times and try to analyse
who is related to whom and what their maiden names where. It’s like a competition to see
whose brain is still the sharpest and also to prevent relatives getting into relationships and
possible inbreeding. They are such an inspiration.
This Christmas my entire Family will be on the Farm. This will the first time since March that
my Parents will be back on the farm. I am working hard to make sure all is well and in its
place and as perfect as I can: my Farther firmly believes that the day he left the Farm all
systems would fail and the wheels would come off 
I have to prove him wrong and make him proud.
From Retirement Villages to Wedding Bells …
Tommy is engaged to a beautiful woman named Tanya
Koekemoer and here is a photo of the happy couple!
The plan is that they will get married next year after the
hunting season and move into my parents’ home on the
Farm. Tanya has now completed her studies as a school
teacher and has applied for a position at a school in
Pongola. Tommy has become like a son to us and an
absolute pillar in our Team. We appreciate his honest and
dedicated way of managing Thaba Tholo Camp, our Staff
and the hunting concession. He is an absolute top
Professional Hunter, butcher, braai master and very dear
friend to us all!

Freddy, Yvette and Connor are also very well.
Freddy has learnt tremendous amounts in regards to
marketing and management and has become an
integral part of MDS. Without Sam, Freddy,
Tommy, Rowan, as well as all other members in
our Team, the last year would have been a disaster!
The Team supported Telani, Amy and myself so
tremendously by taking the responsibilities of the
day-to-day running of MDS to give us time to deal
with the realities of Lara’s tragic accident and all
the related events and arrangements thereafter.
Freddy took the reins firmly in his hands and kept MDS on a sure course. What a blessing that
Freddy and his sister Telani are also best friends and together we have such a great support
system.
Sam remains steadfast and an incredibly loyal partner and
delivers his 110% every day in every way.!
His Team of skinners, trackers and game rangers are an
integral and vital part of MDS. One tends to overlook their
contribution and take their tremendous skills for granted.
They often see better with their naked eye, than us with our
expensive binoculars. To put it frankly, without them we
could not operate. Sam is also in charge of overseeing that
all the trophies hunted in Zululand are correctly treated,
marked and delivered in pristine condition to the taxidermy
Universal Trophy Services of Karl and Rupert Dedekind. They complete the work according
to our client’s wishes after which they ship them out.
Sam is also in charge of the security of our Rhino. Last year we received a very generous
sponsor from Leica. They donated five binoculars to assist our Rangers in fighting rhino
poaching.

In the magazine Halali, there was a super article written by Dr Werner d’Oleire-Oltmanns
who spent 3 months in 2017 and 2018 with us on the Ranch. The article is in German. But
you can read the Article on this Link:
Read the Halali Article here

There is also a leading article that has been published in the latest edition of Hunters Path;
also about the plight of our Rhino.
Read the Hunter’s Path Article here:
Urzi Bertelle [The very well-known Jeweller from Tegernsee Germany] was so impressed
with our Rhino project that she decided to come and see it for herself. As a result of her visit
she came up with a splendid project to help us collect some much needed funds to keep
securing the safety of our Rhino.
This beautiful broach, that can also be worn as a
pendent, can be ordered directly from Urzi
Bertele: bertele@t-online.de Tel NR: +49
[0]8022-4497 or can be bought from us in
Zululand or Thaba Tholo or at the various shows
that we attend. This very reasonably priced,
limited edition broach costs only 90 Euro and
30% of this is donated to Mahlalela Game
Reserve. We intend buying Thermal Vision for
our rangers to assist them with the effectiveness
of patrolling at night. We get no help from our
government or any animal rights groups, we are
totally dependent on ourselves. Protecting the
rhino on Mahlalela costs us 5000 Euro each
month. And with this we can just do the basic
stuff. There are just no funds to do more. We are
so grateful to people like Leica and Urzi Bertelle
who make a real difference. Now each and every
one of you can also contribute by buying a broach
and knowing the funds will arrive where they are
supposed to go and are not swallowed up by
administration costs.
I have further very good news! In this year 9 baby
Rhino where born on Mahlalela… and touch
wood, we have not lost a rhino to poaching in the
past 3 years!

Rowan Watkins has been working for us since 2017 as an
apprentice and is learning eagerly. He follows the hunting
parties with the camera and films mainly the Buffalo and
plains game hunts. Last year we produced an excellent
Buffalo Hunt DVD which is on sale in our Hunting Camps
and at the Shows. We plan to bring out another new DVD in
2020. Rowan is learning German fast and at the end of 2019
he will write his final exams to qualify as a Professional
Hunter. He is based in Thaba Tholo and works and learns
from Tommy [The Best]. As of next year Rowan will take
over more and more responsibilities of the day-to-day running
of Thaba Tholo. With Tommy getting married at the end of
2019 and wishing to stay married , he is not going to be able
to spend an entire season in Thaba Tholo anymore. Freddy,
Rowan, Tommy and myself will have to make turns in being
based there.

Our Top Chefs, Vanile and Fransiska, work long hours and
create beautifully presented and sumptuous dishes for every
meal. We do not always give them enough recognition for
this. Like a client who has been with us on Safari more than
10 times once told me: “I have never had a meal in your
Camps that did not taste great!” What a compliment!

Our Ladies in Camp, Spiwe, Meltha, Maria, Happyness, and
Renette need to be mentioned for their great contribution.
The rooms are always clean, washing perfectly done [In
Thaba Tholo everything by hand] and the tables creatively
decorated. Thank you.

I would also like to thank Chico and Quezile , for working
so hard to keep our gardens so beautiful , every aspect
contributes to make our clients stay an unforgettable one.

In my opinion, and the motto of MDS is, that a Safari is only a successful once all aspects of
the Safari are up to, or surpass the expectations of the client. I believe such aspects include:
Top organisation and teamwork
Safety of the clients from arrival to departure
Good game numbers, ethical and sustainable hunting
Motivated Professional Hunters and Personnel
Clean accommodation and first class catering
Our customers arrive as clients and leave as friends and must feel at home & as part of
the Family

-

Correct invoicing
Deliver clean and well mounted Trophies to our client’s home, in good time

This all is only possible with a Team that gives 100% and we are extremely proud of our
Team for doing just this!
We have made some improvements to our Lodge in Zululand. The two guest rooms of my
Parents are now part of the Lodge and we have renovated and decorated them in Safari style.
This unit offers its own Kitchen and would be suitable to rent out to clients wishing to stay for
an extended period of a few weeks or more. Retired people with time on their hands could
book this with self-catering or half-board options. You’ll also see some refinements in our
Lodge that will be mostly noticed by a woman’s fine eye!
We are so grateful that we had a little more rain in Zululand in 2018 than in the previous two
years. There is no longer need to give supplement food to our animals and they are all in
pristine condition. We have had a wonderful start to this year’s October rainy season with 160
mm already recorded. The bush is green and the grass lush. The animals will start having
their young from mid-November and we expect many young this year.

On the Hunting front, we had a few less clients in Zululand in 2018, but expect a good season
for 2019. Clients can expect top quality trophies and abundant numbers of animals to hunt in
our classic culling hunts.

I am also very pleased to announce that we have secured another Large hunting area in
Zululand, specifically for Classic Buffalo Hunting. This 15 000ha area has a very good
population of Buffalo, Elephant and lots of plains game. If you are looking for a challenging
Buffalo hunt on foot, you will find it here. We hunt by Tracking the bulls and using the hilly
landscape to glass the opposite Hillsides for the herds of Buffalo and then plan and carefully
make your approach. This unique experience is available, just a mere 25 km from our Lodge.

We have numerous new and exciting offers for Zululand in 2019. These you will find when
you click here:
MDS Pricelist 2019
MDS Packages 2019
Please write to us by email for a tailor-made safari suited to your individual needs, or even
better come and visit us at one of the shows that we will be attending in the New Year. It is a
good idea to discuss possible dates for your safari with us as soon as possible and save a date.
We can then discuss the finer details of your Safari when we meet in person at the Shows.
We will be attending the following shows:
Dortmund, Jagd und Hund: 29 January – 3. Feb. 2019 [Mark and Freddy]
Budapest, FeHoWa: 7. – 10. Feb. 2019 [Mark and Telani]
Salzburg, Hohe Jagd: 21 – 24 Febr 2019 [Mark]
We are very excited and expect a good season for Zululand and Wagendrift, especially in
combination with a few interesting days Sightseeing and Deep Sea Fishing in the Indian
Ocean, at St Lucia.

Our Tented Camp in Thaba Tholo is in need of some tender love and care and is undergoing
renovations. We are excited about the planned improvements, and please be assured that we
will make sure that the romantic setting and feeling of a Hemmingway Style Tent Camp will
not be lost.
We had a very good season in Thaba Tholo in 2018. The super trophy quality speaks for itself
and we again collected some really old Dagga Boys!

Something very special, that needs mentioning for the 2019 season is our fantastic Sable Hunt
special! We just have too many old Bulls and have accordingly reduced the price with the
hope that we can convince you to hunt one. Three years ago, one would never have dreamt
that a magnificent Sable would one day be so affordable:

5 Day Thaba Tholo Sable Package
€ 4.725 per Hunter.
€ 600 per Observer.
- 4 Nights with 3 Hunting days.
- Includes Sable Bull of <37”.
- Hunting Basis 1:1.
- Full Board & Lodging.
- Includes Transfers & VAT.
• Sable 37”-39.9” – Additional € 1 000.
• Sable 40” - 43” – Additional € 2 000.
• Sable >43” – Additional € 2 000, plus €500/inch over 43”.
In the next two years we plan to make a concerted effort to protect and redevelop our
warthog population in Thaba Tholo.
Therefore, in 2019 and 2020, we will not offer any warthog packages. That does not mean
that we will not hunt warthog at all… just less. Due to the extreme drought of the past three
years we have lost many warthog and to get back to Thaba Tholo’s former glory we need to
be conservative for a while. We therefore ask all our clients , especially our loyal annual
hunters to instead of participating in the normal warthog culling, rather help us with the
culling of impala , wildebeest , Zebra and even Giraffe at reduced prices; we are overstocked
on these species. Due to diligent management and a sustainable hunting approach, we can
expect a great hunting season with excellent trophy quality and lots of game available.

It is just so special to be able to walk and stalk on a 50 000 ha private hunting area without
any interior fences. This is a rare privilege.

Some Trophies from Thaba Tholo
I realise that Rhino Hunting is not everyone’s interest and is controversial, but it is the only
way to generate fund for and from the Rhino! Sustainable hunting is the only real method, to
secure the Rhinos survival for the future. Every species has to, in one form or another pay for
its existence and you the hunters are the main reason that we still have Game in Africa. Due to
the high risk, costly Game Rangers and other security measures for the safe keeping of our
Rhino, the demand for live rhino has dwindled and subsequently the prices have dropped
tremendously. Two years ago a cow and calf combination still sold for over 25,000 Euro, now
you would be lucky to get 15,000 Euro. With the oversupply in the market the price of
hunting bulls has also come down a lot.
We can offer three White Rhino for hunting in Thaba Tholo with prices that start at only
30,000 Euro. We also have 2 in Zululand for the same price. In addition, we can offer two
Black Rhino in Thaba Tholo of which the prices have also come down substantially. I can
assure you these Black and White Rhino where all born in our areas and are absolutely wild.
Thaba Tholo has even donated over 20 Black Rhino back to central African Countries to
repopulate the Game Reserves there.
If anyone is interested or would like more information on these hunts please write to us. You
can make a difference and plough back much needed funds to save our rhino!
The hunting season in Thaba Tholo begins the 6th of April and ends the 15th of Sept in 2019.
We all look forward to you joining us there.
Now!! Every year I talk a little about our politics, and this year is no different! In fact, there
is much to say on the topic!
South Africa and Namibia has been in the news a lot lately for different reasons, but mainly
due to the controversial Land Expropriation Bill that the governments seek to amend to
include “Land Expropriation WITHOUT Compensation” or with “JUST “compensation!
What this means and what will come of it is still very unsure, as Parliament is still busy with
many stages of discussions, presentations and proposals. The fact of the matter is that some
form of land redistribution must and will take place. There are just too many poor people that
have no hope of ever possessing, let alone buying any form of land. No bank institution would
lend them any money, as they earn too little and have no collateral. This matter of Land
should have been addressed better from the start in 1994 after independence, but instead
Government Ministers and other officials were so busy with creating their own wealth and
allowed for billions of Rands to be wasted through poor administration, bad planning and
plain and simple steeling! The problem we sit with now, is that the poorest of the poor still sit
with nothing!! I am convinced that our new president Cyril Ramaphoza is good and intelligent

and is determined in finding lasting and sustainable solutions. He has in the past year shown
his strength and ability to select and surround himself with competent people in various task
teams and appointed ministers in various departments to systematically root out the Rot of the
Zuma administration. Zuma in the past 10 years managed to destroy all functioning
departments to allow for chaos and looting without any accountability. He will go down in
history as the man that brought SA to its knees after Mandela, before it rose again with
Ramaphoza. His name should become a swear word to the next generation….my blood
pressure rises when I think of this Thief. It makes me so angry to see how one person can
become so powerful, enrich himself and his cronies and care so little for his own
people…another tragic story of the rape of Africa.
To get back to Cyril. He is determined to get our economy going and attract foreign
investment, he knows that he has to address the matter of Land Expropriation very carefully
not to frighten away potential investors, but yet address the inequalities of the past effectively
as there are millions that need land or at least title deeds of the homes that they live in. It is
not so easy. For example our Zulu King [Ngonyama Trust] owns 2.8 million Ha of land in
Zululand! Here all the people have a right to occupy the piece of land allocated to them by the
local chief. They may build their house on it, but they do not own the land or the fields they
plough or the grazing they use for their cattle. It all belongs to the King. It was mentioned that
also this land should be expropriated, and title deeds be given to the people that live on
it…Well the Atomic Bomb in Hiroshima was nothing compared to the threats received from
the Zulu King if they dare touch his land! So, the land issue is not only a White land issue.
Furthermore the government owns 30% of the land and they also need to decide how to use
this effectively and sustainably.
The main demand for land is around our cities. The people flock there in the hope to find
work, [our jobless figure stands at 29% by the way!] and in the time they are there, they need
to have some sort of shelter and they build rooms out of any available material and corrugated
roof sheets and many times on land that is illegally occupied by them and the police are too
afraid to go and remove the people as they are threatened. It is a vicious circle and people are
hungry and desperate for work and a better future.
I believe that there is a man that can change things around and I do realise it will take many
years, but I believe Cyril can. He has the charisma similar to Nelson Mandela, he is well
spoken and polite. He is determined to look at the land issue from all sides and is asking all
stakeholders for inputs and positive suggestions for lasting solutions. We as South Africans,
and I believe I speak for most blacks and whites, are desperate for a solution and an end to
this emotional debate.
I finally want to know if the Land that I have dedicated my last 30 years in developing will
remain mine, so that I can channel my energy into the right direction and continue to build
and work for a better future for all of us, including the workers and their families. I think
South Africans will all be surprised to see how much our economy will be boosted once this
matter has been resolved, when we all know where we are heading. Our forefathers came here
with nothing but hope, Faith and the willingness to work. We can do this again, but this time
together!
I have faith in Ramaphoza and his vision to turn unproductive land into productive and
sustainable farms that create Jobs.
I believe him when he says, we should never compromise food security and never allow for
productive farms to be destroyed.
I agree with him that we can grow tourism and the game industry by 10% per annum.
We have Elections in May 2019 and obviously all the political parties will try and swing
voters to their side even if it means making false promises and tell lies… that is politics. I just

hope, whatever the outcome, that the different political parties and institutions tasked with the
Land issue will find common ground and a lasting solution that is fair to us all.
As with every corner in the world, we are heading into interesting times and uncertain
political futures. Every country has its own challenges. We all need to do our bit to improve
the lives of others and help to save our beautiful planet. Let’s all be the change we so dearly
want to see.
We wish you all a very Blessed Christmas with Family and Friends. We look forward to
meeting you again soon, by the fire with a gin and tonic or a good bottle of South African Red
wine under the African sky; sharing stories of life.
Best regards
Mark Dedekind and Team

Proudly South African

